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Organizations. (Organizations)

20000

Organization, other than training organizations, employing personnel involved in the aviation industry.
Aerodrome personnel. (Aerodrome personnel)

20500

An organization providing personnel for the operation of the aerodrome.
Aerodrome maintenance staff. (Maintenance staff)

20502

The maintenance staff of the organization providing personnel for the operation of the aerodrome.
Aerodrome management. (Management)

20501

The management staff of the organization providing personnel for the operation of the aerodrome.
Aerodrome security staff. (Security staff)

20503

The security staff of the organization providing personnel for the operation of the aerodrome.
Other (Other)

20598

The staff other than the maintenance and security staff of the organization providing personnel for the operation of the
aerodrome.
Unknown. (Unknown)

20599

The staff of the organization providing personnel for the operation of the aerodrome whose particular role was not
identified.
Air traffic services organization. (ATS organization)

20400

An organization providing control and flight information for flight crews to navigate safely during flight.
Air Traffic Control Officers and Flight Information staff. (ATCOs and FIS staff)

20402

Staff involved in the provision of air traffic control and flight information for flight crews to navigate safely during flight.
ATS communications staff. (Communications staff)

20404

Technicians involved in the maintenance of communication equipment used in the provision of air traffic control and flight
information for flight crews to navigate safely during flight.
Management/supervision. (Management/supervision)

20401

Staff involved in the management/supervision of an organization providing control and flight information for flight crews to
navigate safely during flight.
ATS technicians (Technicians)

20403

Technicians, other than communications staff, involved in the maintenance of equipment used in the provision of air traffic
control and flight information for flight crews to navigate safely during flight.
Other. (Other)

20498

Staff, other than those listed above, who are involved in providing air traffic control and flight information for flight crews to
navigate safely during flight.
Unknown. (Unknown)

20499

Staff providing air traffic control and flight information for flight crews to navigate safely during flight, but whose particular
role was not established.
Design Authority (Design Authority)

21000

The Authority charged with supervising the design organisation
Emergency service organizations. (Emergency service organization)

20800

Any company providing an aviation related emergency service.
Ambulance services. (Ambulance services)

20804

The ambulance service staff of any company providing an aviation related emergency service.
Emergency service management. (Emergency service management)

20801

The management of any company providing an aviation related emergency service.
Operations staff. (Operations staff)

20802

The operations staff of any company providing an aviation related emergency service.
Rescue fire service staff. (Rescue fire service staff)

20803

The rescue fire service staff of any company providing an aviation related emergency service.
Other. (Other)

20898

The staff of any company providing an aviation related emergency service other than one of those listed above.
Unknown. (Unknown)

20899

The staff of any company providing an aviation related emergency service whose particular purpose is unknown.
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Government - Civil Aviation Authority/Administration (Government - CAA)

20300

Government Organisations responsible for drafting and enforcing legislation to ensure the safety of the aviation industry in their
State.
CAA airworthiness staff. (Airworthiness staff)

20303

The staff of government organizations responsible for drafting and enforcing legislation to ensure the safety of aircraft
maintenance and engineering in their State.
CAA management. (Management)

20301

The management of government organizations responsible for drafting and enforcing legislation to ensure the safety of
the aviation industry in their State.
CAA operations staff. (Operations staff)

20302

The staff of government organizations responsible for drafting and enforcing legislation to ensure the safety of aircraft
operations in their State.
Other. (Other)

20398

The staff of government organizations responsible for drafting and enforcing legislation to ensure the safety of aviation in
aspects other than aircraft operation and maintenance engineering in their State.
Unknown. (Unknown)

20399

The staff of government organizations responsible for drafting and enforcing legislation to ensure the safety of aviation in
their state but whose particular purpose was not established.
Maintenance/repair shop personnel. (Maintenance/repair)

20600

Staff of a company, operating a facility for the maintenance and repair of aircraft.
Maintenance and repair management. (Management)

20601

The management of a company operating a facility for the maintenance and repair of aircraft.
Maintenance and repair operations. (Operations)

20602

The staff, of a company operating a maintenance and repair facility, who maintain and repair aircraft for the company.
Other. (Other)

20698

Staff of a company, operating a facility for the maintenance and repair of aircraft, other than management and operation
staff.
Unknown. (Unknown)

20699

Staff of a company, operating a facility for the maintenance and repair of aircraft, whose particular role was not identified.
Aircraft manufacturing company. (Manufacturer)

20700

An aircraft manufacturing company.
Aircraft manufacturing design staff. (Design staff)

20702

The design staff of an aircraft manufacturing company.
Aircraft manufacturing management. (Management)

20701

The management staff of an aircraft manufacturing company.
Aircraft manufacturing production staff. (Production staff)

20703

The production staff of an aircraft manufacturing company.
Other. (Other)

20798

Staff of an aircraft manufacturing company other than the management, design and production staff.
Unknown. (Unknown)

20799

Staff of an aircraft manufacturing company whose particular role was not established.
Meteorological service. (Meteorological service)

20900

Any company providing a meteorological service.
Maintenance staff. (Maintenance staff)

20902

The maintenance staff of any company providing a meteorological service.
Meteorological service management. (Management)

20901

The management of any company providing a meteorological service.
Operational staff. (Operational staff)

20903

The forecasting staff of any company providing a meteorological service.
Other. (Other)

20998

The staff, other than those listed above, of any company providing a meteorological service.
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Unknown. (Unknown)

20999

The staff of any company providing a meteorological service whose particular role has not been established.
Operator. (Operator)

20100

Any company/person which/who operates one or more aircraft.
Maintenance staff. (Maintenance staff)

20104

Maintenance staff involved in any company which operates one or more aircraft.
Management. (Management)

20101

Persons involved in the management of any company which operates one or more aircraft.
Operational staff. (Operational staff)

20103

Operational staff involved in any company which operates one or more aircraft.
Training staff. (Training staff)

20102

Persons involved in training the personnel of any company which operates one or more aircraft.
Other. (Other)

20198

Staff, other than those listed above, who are involved in any company which operates one or more aircraft.
Unknown. (Unknown)

20199

Staff, who are involved in any company which operates one or more aircraft, but whose role in that company was not
established.
Training organization. (Training organization)

20200

A training organization employing personnel to train those involved in the aviation industry.
Flight instruction. (Flight instruction)

20202

Companies involved in the flight training of those involved in the aviation industry.
Ground instruction. (Ground instruction)

20203

Companies involved in the ground training of those involved in the aviation industry.
Training organization management. (management)

20201

Persons involved in the management of any company which employs personnel to train those involved in the aviation
industry.
Other. (Other)

20298

A training organization employing personnel to train those involved in the aviation industry other than flight or ground
personnel.
Unknown. (Unknown)

20299

A training organization employing personnel to train those involved in the aviation industry but whose type of training was
not established.
Unknown. (Unknown)

29900

An organization employing personnel involved in the aviation industry the particular role of which has not been established.
Unknown. (Unknown)

29999

This class is constructed for completeness but can have no application.
Persons. (Persons)

10000

Any individual associated with an aircraft occurrence.
ATS personnel. (ATS personnel)

10600

Air Traffic Services personnel in general.
Air traffic controller. (Air traffic controller)

10601

An Air Traffic Services person authorized to provide air traffic control services. ICAO Doc 9713
Assistant. (Assistant)

10604

Air Traffic Services person assigned to assist the Air Traffic Control Officer or Flight Service Office in the conduct of
his/her duties but not permitted to issue information or instructions to aircraft.
Coach / instructor (Coach / instructor)

10606

Flight service personnel. (Flight service personnel)

10603

Air Traffic Services personnel assigned to flight service duties.
Student. (Student)
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Air Traffic Services person under training.
Supervisor. (Supervisor)

10602

An Air Traffic Services person responsible for the supervision and co-ordination of all operations within the unit. They
must have held valid procedural and radar ratings appropriate for the unit of which they are in charge and must keep
themselves aware of the unit's level of activity at all hours of operation. ICAO Doc 9713
Other. (Other)

10698

A member of the Air Traffic Services other than one in a class mentioned above.
Unknown. (Unknown)

10699

The class of the Air Traffic Services person involved is not known.
Flight crew. (Flight crew)

10100

Flight crew member. A licensed crew member charged with duties essential to the operation of an aircraft during a flight duty
period. ICAO Annex 1
Dual student/pilot under check. (Check of student/pilot)

10105

A person under training for a flight crew responsibility.
Co-pilot. (Co-pilot)

10102

Co-pilot. A licensed pilot serving in any piloting capacity other than as pilot-in-command but excluding a pilot who is on
board the aircraft for the sole purpose of receiving flight instruction. ICAO Annex 1
Flight engineer. (Flight engineer)

10106

The person other than one of the pilots, responsible for the operation and safety of the aircraft systems and engines
during flight time.
Instructor/check-pilot. (Instructor/check-pilot)

10103

The pilot responsible for the operation and safety of the aircraft during flight time involved in giving flying instruction or
conducting a flight check.
Pilot. (Pilot)

10101

Pilot-in-command. The pilot responsible for the operation and safety of the aircraft during flight time.
Pilot of other aircraft. (Pilot of other aircraft)

10104

Pilot-in-command of an aircraft other than the primary one involved in the occurrence who is responsible for the operation
and safety of the other aircraft during its flight time.
Other. (Other)

10198

A member of the flight crew other than those listed above.
Unknown. (Unknown)

10199

A member of the flight crew other than those listed above whose capacity on the crew was not determined.
Government supervisory staff. (Government supervisory staff)

10800

Employees of the State, other than a member of the civil aviation administration/authority, involved in supervising the national
aviation community.
Government inspector. (Government inspector)

10801

An employee of the State, other than a member of the civil aviation administration/authority, involved in inspecting the
national aviation community employees to ensure their compliance with national legislation pertaining to aviation.
Other. (Other)

10898

An employee of the State involved in supervising the national aviation community in a capacity, other than a member of
the civil aviation administration/authority, or one of those listed above.
Unknown. (Unknown)

10899

The capacity of the employee of the State involved in supervising the national aviation community was not established.
Ground handling/ramp crew. (Ground handling crew)

10400

A person, other than a flight crew member, charged with ramp duties related to the operation of an aircraft prior to its departure
from the apron/ramp.
Driver of vehicle. (Driver of vehicle)

10402

A person who is authorised to drive a vehicle within the aerodrome perimeter.
Loader. (Loader)

10401

A person, other than a flight crew member or load master, charged with cargo handling duties related to the operation of
an aircraft prior to its departure from the apron/ramp.
Ramp/line crewman. (Ramp/line crewman)

10403

A person, other than a flight crew member, charged with ramp duties related to the operation of an aircraft prior to its
departure from the apron/ramp.
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Other. (Other)

10498

A person, other than a flight crew member, charged with ramp duties related to the operation of an aircraft prior to its
departure from the apron/ramp other than one of those listed above.
Unknown. (Unknown)

10499

A person, other than a flight crew member, charged with duties related to the operation of an aircraft prior to its departure
from the apron/ramp but whose responsibilities have not been determined.
Ground services personnel. (Ground services person)

10500

A person, other than a flight crew member or ground handling/ramp crew member, charged with pre-flight duties related to the
operation of an aircraft.
Flight planning staff (Flight planning staff)

10504

A person charged with the task to plan a flight.
Flight operations officer/dispatcher. (Flight operations officer/dispatcher)

10501

A person, other than a flight crew member or ground handling/ramp crew member, charged with pre-flight briefing of the
flight crew.
Flight operations officers assist the pilot-in-command in flight preparation and provide the relevant information required.
Flight operations officers furnish the pilot-in-command while in flight Flight operations officers with information which may
be necessary for the safe conduct of the flight Flight operations officers in the event of an emergency, initiate such
procedures as may be outlined in the operations manual. An6/1.
Load controller (Load controller)

10503

Approved Load Controller means a person nominated by an operator and approved by the competent authority to carry
out all or any of the duties involved in the control and supervision of aircraft loading in a particular aircraft.
Meteorological briefer. (Meteorological briefer)

10502

A person, other than a flight crew member or ground handling/ramp crew member, charged with pre-flight weather briefing
of the flight crew.
Vehicle driver (Vehicle driver)

10505

Driver of equipment or vehicle
Other. (Other)

10598

A person, other than a flight crew member or ground handling/ramp crew member, charged with pre-flight duties
associated with the aircraft's departure other than one of those listed above.
Unknown. (Unknown)

10599

A person, other than a flight crew member or ground handling/ramp crew member, charged with pre-flight duties
associated with the aircraft's departure the nature of which was not determined.
Maintenance personnel. (Maintenance personnel)

10700

The personnel involved in the engineering maintenance of the aircraft but not including those servicing the aircraft on the apron
as listed above.
Aircraft maintenance engineer. (Engineer)

10703

An engineer involved in the engineering maintenance of the aircraft.
Foreman/supervisor. (Foreman/supervisor)

10701

The person responsible for the supervision and co-ordination of all personnel involved in the engineering maintenance of
the aircraft other than those servicing the aircraft on the apron as listed above.
Engineering maintenance technician. (Technician)

10702

A person involved in the engineering maintenance of the aircraft other than an aircraft maintenance engineer.
Other. (Other)

10798

A person involved in the engineering maintenance of the aircraft in a class other than one of those listed above.
Unknown. (Unknown)

10799

The class of the person involved in the engineering maintenance of the aircraft has not been established.
Miscellaneous personnel (Miscellaneous persons)

10900

Miscellaneous ground personnel involved in supporting the operation of aircraft but not in one of the other classes listed in this
section.
Ground instructor. (Ground instructor)

10901

An instructor of ground personnel involved in supporting the operation of aircraft but not in one of the other classes listed
in this section whose supporting administration employs instructors.
Other. (Other)

10998

Miscellaneous ground personnel involved in supporting the operation of aircraft other than ground instructors or members
of one of the other classes listed in this section.
Unknown. (Unknown)
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Miscellaneous ground personnel involved in supporting the operation of aircraft whose class was not established.
Non-flight crew. (Non-flight crew)

10200

A person other than a flight crew member charged with duties related to the operation of an aircraft during a flight duty period.
Cabin crew. (Cabin crew)

10201

Cabin crew member. A crew member who performs, in the interest of safety of passengers, duties assigned by the
operator or the pilot-in-command of the aircraft, but who shall not act as a flight crew member.
Flight nurse. (Flight nurse)

10202

A crew member who performs nursing duties, assigned by the operator or the pilot-in-command of the aircraft, during the
flight duty period, but who shall not act as a flight crew member.
Load master. (Load master)

10204

A crew member who performs cargo handling duties, assigned by the operator or the pilot-in-command of the aircraft,
before and during the flight duty period, but who shall not act as a flight crew member.
Observer rescue personnel. (Observer rescue person)

10203

A crew member who performs SAR duties, assigned by the operator or the pilot-in-command of the aircraft, during the
flight duty period, but who shall not act as a flight crew member.
Security guard. (Security guard)

10205

A crew member who performs security duties, assigned by the operator or the pilot-in-command of the aircraft, during the
flight duty period, but who shall not act as a flight crew member.
Other. (Other)

10298

A crew member who performs non-flight crew duties other than those listed above, assigned by the operator or the pilotin-command of the aircraft, during the flight duty period, and who shall not act as a flight crew member.
Unknown. (Unknown)

10299

Other persons on board. (Other persons on board)

10300

Any person on board the aircraft during a flight duty period, other than a crew member charged with duties related to the
operation of an aircraft.
Passenger. (Passenger)

10301

Any person, who is on the aircraft manifest or loadsheet, who travels or is carried in the aircraft during a flight duty period,
other than a crew member charged with duties related to the operation of an aircraft.
Stow-away. (Stow-away)

10302

Any person, who is not on the aircraft manifest or loadsheet, who travels or is carried in the aircraft during a flight duty
period, other than a crew member charged with duties related to the operation of an aircraft.
Other. (Other)

10398

Any person who travels or is carried in the aircraft during a flight duty period, other than a crew member charged with
duties related to the operation of an aircraft whose status is other than one of those listed above.
Unknown. (Unknown)

10399

Any person who travels or is carried in the aircraft during a flight duty period, other than a crew member charged with
duties related to the operation of an aircraft whose status is not determined.
Parachutists (Parachutists)

11000

Parachutists in general.
Parachute instructor (tandem) (Parachute instructor (tandem))

11002

Tandem skydiving refers to a type of skydiving where a novice skydiver ("student" or "passenger") is connected via a
harness to an experienced skydiver ("tandem master" or "tandem instructor"). The instructor controls the whole jump from
exit through freefall, piloting the canopy, and landing.
Parachute jumper (Parachute jumper)

11001

A person licensed to descend from a plane by means of a parachute.
Parachute student (single) (Parachute student (single))

11003

Parachute student (tandem) (Parachute student (tandem))

11004

Tandem skydiving refers to a type of skydiving where a novice skydiver ('student' or 'passenger') is connected via a
harness to an experienced skydiver ('tandem master' or 'tandem instructor'). The instructor controls the whole jump from
exit through freefall, piloting the canopy, and landing.
Unknown. (Unknown)

19900

Unknown ground personnel who were not identified other than to establish their bona fides as ground personnel.
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Unknown. (Unknown)

19999

This class is constructed for completeness but can have no application.
Other. (Other)

9980000

This class is constructed for completeness but can have no application.
Unknown. (Unknown)

9990000

This class is constructed for completeness but can have no application.
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